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Abstract
In quasi-gauge spaces (X ,P ) (in the sense of Dugundji and Reilly), we introduce the
concept of the left (right) J -family of generalized quasi-pseudodistances, and we use
this J -family to deﬁne the new kind of left (right) J -sequential completeness, which
extends (among others) the usual P-sequential completeness. We use this J -family
to construct more general contractions than those of Banach and Rus, and for such
contractions (which are not necessarily continuous), we establish the conditions guar-
anteeing the existence of periodic points (when (X ,P ) is not Hausdorﬀ ), ﬁxed points
(when (X ,P ) is Hausdorﬀ ), and iterative approximation of these points. The results are
new in quasi-gauge, topological and quasi-uniform spaces and, in particular, gener-
alize the well-known theorems of Banach and Rus types in the matter of ﬁxed points.
Various examples illustrating ideas, methods of investigations, deﬁnitions and results,
and fundamental diﬀerences between our results and the well-known ones are given.
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1 Introduction
Let X be a nonempty set. If T : X → X, then, for each w ∈ X, we deﬁne a sequence (wm :
m ∈ {} ∪ N) starting with w as follows ∀m∈{}∪N{wm = T [m](w)}, where T [m] = T ◦ T ◦
· · · ◦ T (m-times), and T [] = IX is an identity map on X.
By Fix(T) and Per(T), we denote the sets of all ﬁxed points and periodic points of
T : X → X, respectively, i.e., Fix(T) = {w ∈ X : w = T(w)} and Per(T) = {w ∈ X : w =
T [s](w) for some s ∈N}.
The famous theorem of Banach-Caccioppoli [, ] states the following.







)≤ λd(x, y)} (.)
has a unique ﬁxed point w in X (i.e., Fix(T) = {w}) and ∀w∈X{limm→∞ wm = w}.
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Another is a theorem of Rus [] (see also [, ] and []), which states the following.
Theorem . If (X,d) is a complete metric space with metric d, then a continuous map







has the properties xFix(T) 
=∅ and ∀w∈X∃w∈Fix(T){limm→∞ wm = w}.
It is clear that the map T satisfying (.) is continuous and satisﬁes (.), and in the
assertion of Theorem ., the uniqueness such as in the assertion of Theorem . does not
necessarily hold.
These results are basic facts in the metric ﬁxed point theory and their applications, and
in the last four decades, the question concerning important generalizations of [, ] and
[] has received considerable attention from various researchers, and some very interest-
ing results have been obtained in several hundred papers and several books. It is not our
purpose to give a complete list of related papers and books here.
In important and various directions, there are elegant results discovered by [–], in
which more general and natural settings, by using asymmetric structures in considerable
spaces, are studied; in [–] a complete metric space (X,d) in results of [–] is replaced
by a left (right) P-sequentially complete quasi-gauge space (X,P), and in construction
of contractive conditions of (.) and (.) types, the quasi-gauge P is used, whereas []
and [–] provide substantial and inspiring tools for investigations in complete metric
spaces (X,d) the existence of ﬁxed points ofmapswhich are the contractions of [–] types
with respect to w-distances and τ -distances, respectively.
Note that quasi-gauge P , w-distances and τ -distances generate asymmetric structures
and generalize metric d, and that the studies of asymmetric structures and their applica-
tions in theoretical computer science are important.
Our main interest of this paper is the following.
Question . For which not necessarily Hausdorﬀ and not necessarily complete spaces or
not necessarily sequentially complete spaces and for which new families of distances on
these spaces, there exist symmetric or asymmetric structures determined by these new
families of distances which are more general than those determined by quasi-gauges P ,
w-distances, τ -distances or metrics d, and for which not necessarily continuous contrac-
tions of the Banach or Rus types with respect to these new families of distances the asser-
tions such as in the results of [, ] or [], respectively, hold (and not only for ﬁxed points
but also for periodic points)?
In this paper, in the quasi-gauge spaces (X,P) (see Deﬁnition .), to answer this ques-
tion aﬃrmatively, we introduce the concepts of the left (right) J -families of generalized
quasi-pseudodistances (see Deﬁnition .), and we show how these left (right) J -families
can be used, in a natural way, to deﬁne the left (right) J -sequential completeness (see
Deﬁnition .) which generalize (among others) the usual left (right) P-sequential com-
pleteness, to construct the not necessarily continuous contractions T : X → X of Banach
and Rus types (see conditions (H) and (H)), and assuming additionally that T [s] is a left
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(right) P-quasi-closed map in X for some s ∈N (see Deﬁnition .), to obtain the new pe-
riodic and ﬁxed point theorems (see Theorems . and .) which, in particular, generalize
Banach and Rus results in the matter of ﬁxed points. The results are new in quasi-gauge,
topological and quasi-uniform spaces (see Remarks ., ., . and .). Various exam-
ples illustrating ideas, methods of investigations, deﬁnitions and results, and fundamental
diﬀerences between our results and the well-known ones are given (see Section ).
This paper is a continuation of [–].
2 Quasi-gauge spaces
The following terminologies will be much used.
Deﬁnition . Let X be a nonempty set.
(i) A quasi-pseudometric on X is a map p : X ×X → [,∞) such that
(P) ∀x∈X{p(x,x) = }; and
(P) ∀x,y,z∈X{p(x, z)≤ p(x, y) + p(y, z)}.
For given quasi-pseudometric p onX , a pair (X,p) is called quasi-pseudometric
space. A quasi-pseudometric space (X,p) is calledHausdorﬀ if ∀x,y∈X{x 
= y⇒
p(x, y) > ∨ p(y,x) > }.
(ii) Each family P = {pα : α ∈A} of quasi-pseudometrics pα : X ×X → [,∞), α ∈A,
is called a quasi-gauge on X (A-index set).
(iii) Let the family P = {pα : α ∈A} be a quasi-gauge on X . The topology T (P) having
as a subbase the family




y ∈ X : pα(x, y) < εα
}
, x ∈ X, εα > ,α ∈A,
is called the topology induced by P on X .
(iv) (Dugundji [], Reilly [, ]) A topological space (X,T ) such that there is a
quasi-gauge P on X with T = T (P) is called a quasi-gauge space and is denoted by
(X,P).






pα(x, y) > ∨ pα(y,x) > 
}}
.
Remark . Each quasi-uniform space and each topological space is a quasi-gauge space
(Reilly [, Theorems . and .]).
3 Left (right)J -families, left (right)J -sequential completeness and left (right)
P-quasi-closedmaps in quasi-gauge spaces with generalized
quasi-pseudodistances
We next record the deﬁnitions of left (right) J -families, left (right) J -sequential com-
pleteness and left (right) P-quasi-closed maps needed in the next sections.
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Deﬁnition . Let (X,P) be a quasi-gauge space. The family J = {Jα : α ∈ A} of maps
Jα : X × X → [,∞), α ∈ A, is said to be a left (right) J -family of generalized quasi-
pseudodistances on X (left (right) J -family on X, for short) if the following two conditions
hold:
(J ) ∀α∈A∀x,y,z∈X{Jα(x, z)≤ Jα(x, y) + Jα(y, z)}; and

















(.)(∀α∈A∀ε>∃k∈N∀m∈N;k≤m{pα(um, vm) < ε}). (.)
Remark . If (X,P) is a quasi-gauge space, then P ∈ JL(X,P), where
J
L
(X,P) = {J : J is a left J -family on X}
and P ∈ JR(X,P), where
J
R
(X,P) = {J : J is a right J -family on X}.
One can prove the following proposition.
Proposition . Let (X,P) be a Hausdorﬀ quasi-gauge space, and let J = {Jα : X × X →






Jα(x, y) > ∨ Jα(y,x) > 
}}
.
Proof Assume that J is a left J -family, and that there are x 
= y, x, y ∈ X, such that
∀α∈A{Jα(x, y) = Jα(y,x) = }. Then ∀α∈A{Jα(x,x) = }, by using property (J ) in Deﬁni-
tion ., it follows that
∀α∈A
{
Jα(x,x)≤ Jα(x, y) + Jα(y,x) = 
}
.
Deﬁning the sequences (um : m ∈ N) and (vm : m ∈ N) in X by um = x and vm = y or by
um = y and vm = x for m ∈ N, observing that ∀α∈A{Jα(x, y) = Jα(y,x) = Jα(x,x) = }, and us-
ing property (J ) of Deﬁnition . for these sequences, we see that (.) and (.) hold,
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and, therefore, (.) is satisﬁed, which gives ∀α∈A{pα(x, y) = pα(y,x) = }. But this is a con-
tradiction, since (X,P) is Hausdorﬀ, and thus, x 
= y ⇒ ∃α∈A{pα(x, y) >  ∨ pα(y,x) > }.
When J is a right J -family, then the proof is based on the analogous technique. 
The necessity of deﬁning the various concepts of completeness in quasi-gauge spaces
became apparent with the investigation of asymmetric structures in these spaces. General
results of this sort were progressively shown in a series of papers, and important ideas are
to be found in [–, –], which also contain many examples.
Now, using left (right) J -families, we deﬁne the following new natural concept of com-
pleteness.
Deﬁnition . Let (X,P) be a quasi-gauge space, and letJ = {Jα : X×X → [,∞),α ∈A}
be a left (right) J -family on X.






(ii) Let u ∈ X , and let (um :m ∈N) be a sequence in X . We say (um :m ∈N) is left
(right) J -convergent to u if
L–J
lim








m→∞um = u ⇔ ∀α∈A
{
lim








m→∞um = u ⇔ ∀α∈A
{
lim
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(iv) If every left (right) J -Cauchy sequence (um :m ∈N) in X is left (right)
J -convergent in X
(






then (X,P) is called a left (right) J -sequentially complete quasi-gauge space.
Remark . (a) It is clear that if (wm :m ∈N) is left (right) J -convergent in X, then
SL–J(wm :m∈N) ⊂ SL–J(vm :m∈N)(
SR–J(wm :m∈N) ⊂ SR–J(vm :m∈N)
)
for each subsequence (vm :m ∈N) of (wm :m ∈N) (see Example .).
(b) There exist examples of quasi-gauge spaces (X,P) and left (right) J -family J on X,
J 
= P such that (X,P) is left (right) J -sequentially complete, but not left (right) P-
sequentially complete (see Section ).
Example . Let X = [, ]⊂R, and let P = {p}, where
p(x, y) =
⎧⎨




⎩ ifm is odd, ifm is even, m ∈N.
If (vm =  :m ∈N), then
SL–J(wm :m∈N) = [, ], S
L–J
(vm :m∈N) = [, ], S
R–J
(wm :m∈N) = {}, SR–J(vm :m∈N) = {}.
If (vm =  :m ∈N), then
SL–J(wm :m∈N) = [, ], S
L–J
(vm :m∈N) = [, ], S
R–J
(wm :m∈N) = {}, SR–J(vm :m∈N) = [, ].
Also, using Deﬁnition ., we can deﬁne the following generalization of continuity.
Deﬁnition . Let (X,P) be a quasi-gauge space, let T : X → X, and let s ∈ N. The map
T [s] is said to be a left (right)P-quasi-closedmap if every sequence (wm :m ∈N) in T [s](X),
left (right) P-converging in X
(
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Using the above, we can now state the main results of this paper.
Theorem . Let (X,P) be a quasi-gauge space. Let the family J = {Jα : X × X →
[,∞),α ∈A} be a left (right) J -family on X such that (X,P) is left (right) J -sequentially
complete. Let a map T : X → X satisfy
(H) ∀α∈A∃λα∈[,)∀x,y∈X{Jα(T(x),T(y))≤ λαJα(x, y)}.
The following statements hold:
(A) For each w ∈ X the sequence (wm :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left (right) P-convergent in X ;
i.e.,
(a) ∀w∈X{SL–P(wm :m∈{}∪N) 
=∅} (∀w∈X{SR–P(wm :m∈{}∪N) 
=∅}).
(B) Assume that
(B) T [s] is left (right) P-quasi-closed on X for some s ∈N.
Then
(b) Fix(T [s]) 
=∅;
(b) ∀w∈X∃w∈Fix(T [s]){w ∈ SL–P(wm :m∈{}∪N)} (∀w∈X∃w∈Fix(T [s]){w ∈ SR–P(wm :m∈{}∪N)}); and
(b) ∀α∈A∀w∈Fix(T [s]){Jα(w,T(w)) = Jα(T(w),w) = }.
(C) Assume that
(C) (X,P) is a Hausdorﬀ space; and
(C) there exists s ∈N such that Fix(T [s]) 
=∅.
Then
(c) Fix(T [s]) = Fix(T) = {w} for some w ∈ X ;
(c) ∀w∈X{w ∈ SL–P(wm :m∈{}∪N)} (∀w∈X{w ∈ SR–P(wm :m∈{}∪N)}); and
(c) ∀α∈A{Jα(w,w) = }.
Theorem . Let (X,P) be a quasi-gauge space. Let the family J = {Jα : X × X →
[,∞),α ∈A} be a left (right) J -family on X such that (X,P) is left (right) J -sequentially
complete. Let a map T : X → X satisfy
(H) ∀α∈A∃λα∈[,)∀x∈X{Jα(T(x),T [](x))≤ λαJα(x,T(x))}.
The following statements hold:
(D) For each w ∈ X the sequence (wm :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left (right) P-convergent in X ;
i.e.,
(d) ∀w∈X{SL–P(wm :m∈{}∪N) 
=∅} (∀w∈X{SR–P(wm :m∈{}∪N) 
=∅}).
(E) Assume that
(E) T [s] is left (right) P-quasi-closed on X for some s ∈N.
Then
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(e) Fix(T [s]) 
=∅;
(e) ∀w∈X∃w∈Fix(T [s]){w ∈ SL–P(wm :m∈{}∪N)} (∀w∈X∃w∈Fix(T [s]){w ∈ SR–P(wm :m∈{}∪N)}); and
(e) ∀α∈A∀w∈Fix(T [s]){Jα(w,T(w)) = Jα(T(w),w) = }.
(F) Assume that
(F) (X,P) is a Hausdorﬀ space; and
(F) there exists s ∈N such that Fix(T [s]) 
=∅.
Then
(f) Fix(T [s]) = Fix(T);
(f) ∀w∈X∃w∈Fix(T){w ∈ SL–P(wm :m∈{}∪N)} (∀w∈X∃w∈Fix(T){w ∈ SR–P(wm :m∈{}∪N)}); and
(f) ∀α∈A∀w∈Fix(T){Jα(w,w) = }.
Remark . (i) It is worth noticing that each map T satisfying (H) satisﬁes (H).
(ii) If condition (B) or (E) holds, then condition (C) or (F) holds, respectively.
(iii) Since in the results of [, ] and [], the spaces (X,d) are Hausdorﬀ and complete,
and the maps T : X → X are continuous, therefore, Theorems . and . are new gen-
eralizations of [, ] and [], respectively; more precisely, the assertions are identical, but
assumptions are weaker.
(iv) The statements (C) and (F) say that each periodic point is a ﬁxed point when (X,P)
is Hausdorﬀ; for illustrations, see Examples .-..
(v) The situations when (X,P) is not Hausdorﬀ and the periodic points exist but they
are not ﬁxed points are described in Examples . and ..
5 Proofs
We prove Theorems . and . in the case when J is left J -family and a quasi-gauge
space (X,P) is leftJ -sequentially complete; we omit the proof whenJ is a rightJ -family
and (X,P) is right J -sequentially complete, which is based on the analogous technique.
Proof of Theorem . (D)The assertion (d) holds. The proof will be broken into four steps.















Indeed, if α ∈ A and w ∈ X are arbitrary and ﬁxed, m,n ∈ N and n >m, then by (J )





































/( – λα) = .
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This implies a required condition.










Indeed, it is a consequence of Step D.II.
Step D.IV. For each w ∈ X, SL–P(wm :m∈{}∪N) 
=∅.
Indeed, let w ∈ X be arbitrary and ﬁxed. By (.) and Deﬁnition .(i), the sequence
(wm : m ∈ {} ∪ N) is left J -Cauchy on X. Hence, since (X,P) is a left J -sequentially
complete quasi-gauge space, we get that (wm :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left J -convergent in X, i.e.,
there exists, by Deﬁnition .(ii)-(iv), a nonempty set SL–J(wm :m∈{}∪N) ⊂ X, such that for all










However,J is leftJ -family. Therefore, from (.) and (.), ﬁxingw ∈ SL–J(wm :m∈{}∪N), deﬁn-
ing (um = wm :m ∈ {} ∪N) and (vm = w :m ∈ {} ∪N) and using Deﬁnition . for these










i.e., limL–Pm→∞ wm = w. Clearly, this means that SL–P(wm :m∈{}∪N) 
=∅.
We proved that the assertion (d) holds.
(E) The assertions of (e)-(e) hold.
The proof will be broken into three steps.
Step E.I. We show that (e) holds. Indeed, let w ∈ X be arbitrary and ﬁxed. By (D),
SL–P(wm :m∈{}∪N) 
=∅, and since




form ∈ {} ∪N,
thus, deﬁning (wm = wm–+s :m ∈N), we see that
(wm :m ∈N)⊂ T [s](X),










um = wms :m ∈N
)⊂ T [s](X)





vm = T [s](um)
}
and, as subsequences of (wm : m ∈ {} ∪ N), are left P-converges to each point of w ∈
SL–P(wm :m∈{}∪N). Moreover, by Remark .(a),
SL–P(wm :m∈N) ⊂ SL–P(vm :m∈N) and SL–P(wm :m∈N) ⊂ SL–P(um :m∈N).
By above, since T [s] is left P-quasi-closed for some s ∈N, we conclude that
∃w∈SL–P(wm :m∈{}∪N)=SL–P(wm :m∈N)
{




Step E.II.We show that (e) holds. Assertion (e) follows from assertion (d) and Step E.I.
Step E.III.We show that (e) holds. Assume that w ∈ Fix(T [s]) is arbitrary and ﬁxed.










otherwise, ∃α∈A{Jα (w,T(w)) > } and using this and (J ), we get


























































otherwise, ∃α∈A{Jα (T(w),w) > } and, since w = T [s](w) = T [s](w) and s +  < s, then




























/( – λα ) = ,
which is impossible.
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This means that (e) holds.
(F) The assertions of (f)-(f) hold.
The proof will be broken into three steps.
Step F.I.We show that (f) holds. By (F) and Proposition ., condition (e) implies that
if w ∈ Fix(T [s]), then w = T(w), i.e., w ∈ Fix(T). Thus, (f) holds.
Step F.II.We show that (f) holds.We see that (e) and (f) gives (f).















The proof of Theorem . is complete. 
Proof of Theorem . By Remark .(i) and Theorem ., it is enough to prove (c). With
this aim, ﬁrst notice that if u, v ∈ Fix(T) and u 
= v, then (H) gives
∀α∈A∃λα∈[,)
{[
Jα(u, v)≤ λαJα(u, v)
]∧ [Jα(v,u)≤ λαJα(v,u)]}.
However, since u 
= v, by Proposition .,
∃α∈A
{[
Jα (u, v) > 




Jα (u, v) > ∧ Jα (u, v)≤ λα Jα (u, v) < Jα (u, v)
]
∨ [Jα (v,u) > ∧ Jα (v,u)≤ λα Jα (v,u) < Jα (v,u)]},
which is absurd. Therefore, Fix(T) is a singleton. Consequently, (c) holds.
By (c), we see that (f) and (f) gives (c) and (c), respectively.
The proof of Theorem . is complete. 
6 Examples and comparisons of our results with [1, 3, 7–9, 11–13] results
Deﬁnitions and results are illustrated with simple examples making clear their general
nature.
First, in Examples .-., we consider the situation when (X,P) is Hausdorﬀ.
Example . Let X = [, ], A = {/n : n ∈N} and
p(x, y) =
⎧⎨
⎩|x – y| +  if x /∈ A and y ∈ A,|x – y| if x ∈ A or y /∈ A, x, y ∈ X. (.)
The map p : X × X → [,∞) is quasi-pseudometric on X and (X, {p}) is the quasi-gauge
space.
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Example . Let X = [, ] ⊂ R, P = {p} and p : X × X → [,∞), where p is deﬁned in
Example ..
(II.)We show that (X,P) is not a left P-sequentially complete quasi-gauge space.




∣∣/m – /n∣∣ < ε}.
Thus, this sequence is left P-Cauchy. However, this sequence in not left P-convergent




p(u,um) < ε < 
}
. (.)
Then, the following two cases hold:
Case . If u /∈ A, then, by (.), since ∀m∈N{um ∈ A}, we have
∀m∈N;k≤m
{




Case . If u ∈ A, then u = /k for some k ∈N and, using (.), we see that
∀m∈N;k≤m
{
p(u,um) = |u – um| =
∣∣/k – /m∣∣},
and taking the limit interior as m→ ∞, we ﬁnd limm→∞ p(u,um) = /k , which, by (.),
is impossible.
We conclude that (X,P) is not a left P-sequentially complete.
Example . Let (X,P) be a quasi-pseudometric space, where P = {p} and p is a quasi-
pseudometric onX. Let the set E ⊂ X, containing at least two diﬀerent points, be arbitrary
and ﬁxed, and let c >  satisfy δ(E) < c, where
δ(E) = sup
{
p(x, y) : x, y ∈ E}.
Deﬁne J : X ×X → [,∞) by
J(x, y) =
⎧⎨
⎩p(x, y) if E ∩ {x, y} = {x, y},c if E ∩ {x, y} 
= {x, y}, x, y ∈ X. (.)
(III.) The family J = {J} is left J -family on X.
Indeed, it is worth noticing that condition (J ) does not hold only if there exist some
x, y, z ∈ X satisfying
J(x, z) > J(x, y) + J(y, z).
This inequality is equivalent to
c > p(x, y) + p(y, z),
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where J(x, z) = c, J(x, y) = p(x, y) and J(y, z) = p(y, z). However, by (.), we get
the following.
Case . J(x, z) = c gives that there exists v ∈ {x, z} such that v /∈ E;
Case . J(x, y) = p(x, y) gives {x, y} ⊂ E;
Case . J(y, z) = p(y, z) gives {y, z} ⊂ E.
This is impossible. Therefore, ∀x,y,z∈X{J(x, y)≤ J(x, z) + J(z, y)}, i.e., condition (J ) holds.
To prove that (J ) holds, we assume that the sequences (um :m ∈ N) and (vm :m ∈ N)






By (.) and (.), since ε < c, we conclude that
∀m≥m
{
E ∩ {vm,um} = {vm,um}
}
. (.)
From (.), (.) and (.), we get
∀<ε<c∃m∈N∀m≥m
{
p(vm,um) = J(vm,um) < ε
}
.
Therefore, the sequences (um :m ∈N) and (vm :m ∈N) satisfy (.). Consequently, prop-
erty (J ) holds. Thus, J is left J -family.
(III.) The family J = {J} is right J -family on X.
We omit the proof since it is based on the analogous technique as in (III.).
Example . Let X = [, ] ⊂ R, P = {p} and p : X × X → [,∞), where p is such as in
Example .. Let E = [/, ], and let J : X ×X → [,∞) be given by the formula
J(x, y) =
⎧⎨
⎩p(x, y) if {x, y} ∩ E = {x, y}, if {x, y} ∩ E 
= {x, y}. (.)
(IV.) J = {J} is a left J -family on X.
This follows from (III.).
(IV.) (X,P) is not a left P-sequentially complete quasi-gauge space.
This follows from (II.).
(IV.) (X,P) is a left J -sequentially complete quasi-gauge space.




J(um,un) < ε < /
}
. (.)
Then, by (.), (.) and (.), we get
∀<ε</∃k∈N∀n,m∈N;k≤m<n
{





um ∈ E = [/, ]
}
(.)
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and
∀m∈N;k≤m{um ∈ A or um /∈ A}. (.)
We consider the following two cases.
Case . Let ∀l∈N{uk+l ∈ A}. This together with (.)-(.) shows that ∀l∈N{uk+l = /}
or ∀l∈N{uk+l = /} or ∀l∈N{uk+l = /} and, therefore, the sequence (um : m ∈ N) is left
J -convergent to the point / or / or /, respectively;
Case . Let ∃l∈N{uk+l /∈ A}. We note that then
∀n>l{uk+n /∈ A}. (.)
Otherwise, S = {n > l : uk+n ∈ A} 
= ∅, and let s = minS. By deﬁnition of S, uk+s– /∈ A
and uk+s ∈ A, which, by (.) and (.), gives
J(uk+s–,uk+s ) = p(uk+s–,uk+s ) = |uk+s– – uk+s | + ,
and this, by (.), is impossible. Thus, (.) holds. Now, since (R, | · |) is complete, E =
[/, ] is closed in R, ∀m≥k{um ∈ E} by (.), and (um :m ∈ N) is Cauchy with respect to
| · | (indeed, by (.), we get that
∀<ε</∃k∈N∀n,m∈N;k≤m≤n
{|um – un| < ε}
holds), thus, there exists u ∈ E such that
∀<ε</∃k∈N∀m∈N;k≤m
{|u – um| < ε}. (.)
Next, by (.) and (.),
∀<ε</∃m∈N,m=max{k,k+l}∀m∈N;m≤m
{
um /∈ A∧ |u – um| < ε
}
,
which, by (.) and (.), implies that
∀<ε</∃m∈N∀m∈N;m≤m
{
J(u,um) = p(u,um) = |u – um| < ε
}
,
and we conclude that (um :m ∈N) is left J -convergent to u.
This means that (X,P) is left J -sequentially complete.
Theorem . is quite general, and does not require left P-sequential completeness; in
Example ., T satisﬁes (H) for some J 
=P , and λ = /, T satisﬁes (H) for J =P and
λ = /, and (X,P) is left J -sequentially complete but not left P-sequentially complete.
Example . Let X, P = {p}, E and J be as in Example ., and let T : X → X be given by
T(x) =
⎧⎨
⎩x/ + / if x ∈ [, /),/ if x ∈ [/, ]. (.)
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(V.) (X,P) is left J -sequentially complete for J = {J}.
This follows from (IV.).
(V.)We claim that T satisﬁes condition (H) for λ = /, and J deﬁned in (.).
To establish this, we see that
T [](x) =
⎧⎨
⎩x/ + / if x ∈ [, /),/ if x ∈ [/, ], (.)
and consider the following ﬁve cases.
Case . If x = , then, by (.) and (.),T(x) = / ∈ E andT [](x) = / ∈ E. Therefore,










∣∣T(x) – T [](x)∣∣
= |/ – /| = / < (/) = λJ(x,T(x));
Case . If x ∈ (, /), then, by (.) and (.), / < T(x) < / < / and / < / <
T [](x) < / < /. Therefore, x /∈ E, {T(x),T [](x)} ⊂ E and {T(x),T [](x)} ∩ A = ∅.










∣∣T(x) – T [](x)∣∣
=
∣∣x/ + / – (x/ + /)∣∣ = |x/ – /|
≤ / < (/) = λJ(x,T(x));
Case . If x ∈ [/, /) ∩ A = {/, /} ⊂ E, then, by (.) and (.), T(/) = /,
T [](/) = /, T(/) = / and T [](/) = /. Therefore, {T(x),T [](x)} ∩A =∅ and






∣∣T(x) – T [](x)∣∣ = ∣∣x/ + / – (x/ + /)∣∣
= |x/ – /| = (/)|–x/ + /| ≤ (/)|–x/ + /|
= λ|x/ + / – x| = λJ(x,T(x));
Case . If x ∈ [/, /) ∩ (X \ A), then {T(x),T [](x)} ∩ A =∅ and {x,T(x),T [](x)} ⊂ E.






∣∣T(x) – T [](x)∣∣ = ∣∣x/ + / – (x/ + /)∣∣
= |x/ – /| = (/)|–x/ + /| ≤ (/)|–x/ + /|
= λ|x/ + / – x| = λJ(x,T(x));
Case . If x ∈ [/, ] then {T(x),T [](x)} = {/} ⊂ A. Moreover, {T(x),T [](x)} ⊂ E.






∣∣T(x) – T [](x)∣∣ = |/ – /| = ≤ λJ(x,T(x)).
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Consequently, the map T satisﬁes (H) for λ = / and J deﬁned by (.).
(V.) T is left P-quasi-closed on X.
Indeed, let (wm : m ∈ N) be arbitrary and ﬁxed sequence in T(X) = [/, /], left P-
convergent to each point of a nonempty set SL–P(wm :m∈N), and having subsequences (vm :m ∈
N) and (um :m ∈N) satisfying ∀m∈N{vm = T(um)}.










p(w,wm) = |w –wm| < ε
]∧ [p(w,um) = |w – um| < ε]
∧ [p(w, vm) = |w – vm| < ε]∧ [vm = T(um)]
∧ [w ∈ A∨ (wm /∈ A∧ vm /∈ A∧ um /∈ A)]}.
This gives SL–P(wm :m∈N) ⊂ A.
We see that SL–P(wm :m∈N) = {/}. Otherwise, there exists w ∈ SL–P(wm :m∈N) ∩ (A \ {/}), and
then
∀<ε</∃k∈N∀m∈N;k≤m
{[|w –wm| < ε]∧ [|w – um| < ε]
∧ [|w – vm| < ε]∧ [vm = T(um)]}.
However, this gives, in particular, the following
∀<ε</∃k∈N∀m∈N;k≤m
{|w – um| = |w – vm + /| = ∣∣/ –w + (w – vm)∣∣ < ε},
and hence, we get that
∀<ε</∃k∈N∀m∈N;k≤m
{|/ –w| < ε + |w – vm|},
which is impossible since |/ – w| ≥ / for w ∈ A \ {/},  < ε < / and |w – vm| → 
whenm→ +∞.
We proved that





By Deﬁnition ., T is left P-quasi-closed on X.
(V.) All assumptions and all assertions of Theorem . hold for J 
=P .









J(/, /) = .
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(V.) T satisﬁes condition (H) for J =P = {p} and λ = /.
Indeed, the following three cases hold.












(∣∣x – T(x)∣∣ + ) = λ/;













∣∣x – T(x)∣∣ = λ|x/ – /|;
Case . Let x ∈ [/, ]. Then {T(x),T [](x)} = {/} ⊂ A and, by (.), p(T(x),T [](x)) =
|/ – /| = .
(V.) (X,P) is not a left P-sequentially complete.
This follows from (II.).
(V.) Assumptions of Theorem . for J =P do not hold.
This follows from (V.).
Now, we notice that the existence of J -family such that J 
=P is essential; in Exam-
ple ., T satisﬁes (H) for some J 
=P and does not satisfy (H) for J =P , and (X,P) is
left J -sequentially complete but not left P-sequentially complete.




 if x ∈ [, /),
x/ + / if x ∈ [/, /),
/ if x ∈ [/, ].
(.)
(VI.) For J = {J}, (X,P) is J -sequentially complete.
This follows from (IV.).




⎩/ if x ∈ [, /)∪ [/, ],x/ + / if x ∈ [/, /), (.)
and using (.) and (.), we consider the following four cases.
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Case . If x ∈ [, /), then x /∈ E and, by (.) and (.),T(x) =  /∈ A,T(x) ∈ E,T [](x) =










∣∣T(x) – T [](x)∣∣ + 
= /≤ (/) = λJ(x,T(x));
Case . If x ∈ [/, /)∩A = {/, /}, then, by (.) and (.), x ∈ E, {T(x),T [](x)} ∩







∣∣T(x) – T [](x)∣∣ = ∣∣x/ + / – (x/ + /)∣∣
= |x/ – /| = (/)|–x/ + /| ≤ (/)|–x/ + /|
= λ|x/ + / – x| = λJ(x,T(x));
Case . If x ∈ [/, /)∩ (X \A), then {x,T(x),T [](x)} ⊂ E and max{T(x),T [](x)} < /.
Hence, since {T(x),T [](x)} ∩A 






∣∣T(x) – T [](x)∣∣ = ∣∣x/ + / – (x/ + /)∣∣
= |x/ – /| = (/)|–x/ + /| ≤ (/)|–x/ + /|
= λ|x/ + / – x| = λJ(x,T(x));






∣∣T(x) – T [](x)∣∣ = ≤ λJ(x,T(x)).
Consequently, for λ = / and J deﬁned in (.) and (.), the map T satisﬁes condi-
tion (H).
(VI.) T is left P-quasi-closed on X.
Indeed, let (wm :m ∈ N) be arbitrary and ﬁxed sequence in T(X) = [/, /] ∪ {}, left
P-convergent to each point of a nonempty set SL–P(wm :m∈N) ⊂ X and having subsequences
(vm :m ∈N) and (um :m ∈N) satisfying ∀m∈N{vm = T(um)}.










p(w,wm) = |w –wm| < ε
]
∧ [p(w,um) = |w – um| < ε]
∧ [p(w, vm) = |w – vm| < ε]∧ [vm = T(um)]
∧ [w ∈ A∨ (wm /∈ A∧ vm /∈ A∧ um /∈ A)]}.
This gives SL–P(wm :m∈N) ⊂ A.
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We see that SL–P(wm :m∈N) = {/}. Otherwise, there exists w ∈ SL–P(wm :m∈N) ∩ (A \ {/}), and
then
∀<ε</∃k∈N∀m∈N;k≤m
{[|w –wm| < ε]∧ [|w – um| < ε]
∧ [|w – vm| < ε]∧ [vm = T(um)]}.
Of course, since w ∈ A \ {/}, we have vm = T(um) =  or vm = T(um) = um/ + /. Hence,
in particular, we obtain that
∀<ε</∃k∈N∀m∈N;k≤m
{|w – vm| = |w – | < ε}
or
∀<ε</∃k∈N∀m∈N;k≤m
{|w – um| = |w – vm + /| = ∣∣/ –w + (w – vm)∣∣ < ε}.
Consequently,
∀<ε</∃k∈N∀m∈N;k≤m{ < ε +w}
or
∀<ε</∃k∈N∀m∈N;k≤m
{|/ –w| < ε + |w – vm|}.
Hence, |w – vm| →  whenm→ +∞ and additionally,
 < ε +w < / + / = /
or
/≤ |/ –w| < ε + |w – vm| < / + |w – vm|
for w ∈ A \ {/},  < ε < / andm≥ k, which is absurd.
We proved that







By Deﬁnition ., T is left P-quasi-closed on X.
(VI.) All assumptions and all assertions of Theorem . for J 
=P hold.







J(/, /) = .
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and putting x = / ∈ X in this inequality, we get





= λp(/, ) = λ|/ – |
< |/ – | = / < ,
which is absurd.
(VI.) (X,P) is not a left P-sequentially complete.
This follows from (II.).
(VI.) Assumptions of Theorem . for J =P do not hold.
This follows from (VI.) and (VI.).
(VI.) Assumptions of Theorem . for J =P do not hold.
Indeed, it follows from (VI.) that T does not satisfy (H) forJ =P . Additionally, (VI.)
holds.
Now, we show that the uniqueness in Theorem . does not necessarily hold; in Exam-
ple ., T satisﬁes (H) for some J 
=P and does not satisfy (H) for J = P , and Fix(T)
is not a singleton.









 if x ∈ [, ]∪ {},
 if x ∈ (, ]∪ (, ),
x/ + / if x ∈ (, ],
 if x ∈ {} ∪ (, ).
(.)
Let E = [, )∪ (, ]∪ {}, and let
J(x, y) =
⎧⎨
⎩p(x, y) if {x, y} ∩ E = {x, y}, if {x, y} ∩ E 
= {x, y}. (.)
(VII.) The map p is quasi-pseudometric on X, and (X,P) is a quasi-gauge.
See Reilly et al. [, Example ].
(VII.) Condition (F) holds; i.e., (X,P) is Hausdorﬀ.
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Indeed, let x 
= y, x, y ∈ X. Then, by (.), y > x implies that p(x, y) =  > , and x > y
implies that p(y,x) =  > . By Deﬁnition .(v), (X,P) is Hausdorﬀ.
(VII.) J = {J} is a left J -family on X.
This follows from (III.).
(VII.) (X,P) is left J -sequentially complete.
To establish this, let (um :m ∈N) be an arbitrary and ﬁxed leftJ -Cauchy sequence onX.






which, by (.), gives
∀<ε<∃k∈N∀m,n∈N;k≤m≤n
{
J(um,un) =  < ε
}
.
This means ∀m∈N;k<m{um ∈ E}, and using now the facts that also  ∈ E and ∀m∈N{≥ um},
by (.) and (.), we obtain
∀<ε<∃k∈N∀m∈N;k≤m
{
J(,um) = p(,um) =  < ε
}
,
i.e., limL–Jm→∞ um =  ∈ SL–J(wm :m∈N) 
=∅. We claim that (X,P) is left J -sequentially complete.
(VII.) T satisﬁes condition (H) for λ = / and J deﬁned by (.) and (.).




 if x ∈ (, ]∪ (, ]∪ {},
 if x ∈ (, ],
 if x ∈ {} ∪ (, ),
(.)
and we consider the following seven cases.













Case . If x ∈ (, ) ∪ (, ), then x ∈ E and, by (.) and (.), T(x) =  ∈ E, T [](x) =





= p(, ) = ≤ λJ(x,T(x));
Case . If x ∈ (, ), then, by (.) and (.), {T(x),T [](x)} = {} ⊂ E, so by (.) and
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Case . If x = , then, by (.) and (.), T(x) =  ⊂ E, T [](x) =  ⊂ E. Since T(x) >






Case . If x = , then, by (.) and (.), T(x) = / ∈ E and T [](x) =  ∈ E. Since
T(x) < T [](x), by (.) and (.), J(T(x),T [](x)) = . But x /∈ E and, by (.) and (.),





= ≤ / = (/) = λJ(x,T(x));
Case . If x ∈ (, ), then, by (.) and (.),T(x) = x/+/ ∈ (, /)⊂ E andT [](x) =
 ∈ E. Since T(x) < T [](x), by (.) and (.), J(T(x),T [](x)) = . But x /∈ E and, by (.)





= ≤ / = (/) = λJ(x,T(x)).
Consequently, for λ = / and J deﬁned in (.) and (.), the map T satisﬁes condi-
tion (H).
(VII.) Condition (E) holds.




⎩ if x ∈ (, ]∪ {}, if x ∈ {} ∪ (, ), (.)
and let (wm : m ∈ N) be an arbitrary and ﬁxed sequence in T [](X) = {, }, left P-
convergent to each point of a nonempty set SL–P(wm :m∈N) ⊂ X, and having subsequences
(vm :m ∈N)⊂ T [](X) and (um :m ∈N)⊂ T [](X) satisfying ∀m∈N{vm = T [](um)}. Clearly,
SL–P(wm :m∈N) ⊂ SL–P(vm :m∈N) and SL–P(wm :m∈N) ⊂ SL–P(um :m∈N). Hence, by (.), we obtain (vm :m ∈N)⊂
{, } and (um :m ∈N)⊂ {, }, which gives the following.
Case . If (wm : m ∈ N) and (vm : m ∈ N) are such that ∃m∈N∀m≥m{vm = }, then also
∀m≥m{um = }. Consequently,
[, ] = SL–P(vm :m∈N) = S
L–P
(um :m∈N);
Case . If (wm : m ∈ N) and (vm : m ∈ N) are such that ∃m∈N∀m≥m{vm = } or
∀m∈N∃m≥m∃m≥m{vm =  ∧ vm = }, then, by (.), also ∀m≥m{um = } or {um =
∧ um = }. Consequently,
[, ] = SL–P(vm :m∈N) = S
L–P
(um :m∈N).
Of course, since (wm :m ∈N)⊂ T [](X) = {, }, therefore, [, ]⊂ SL–P(wm :m∈N). Finally, we
see that ∃w=∈SL–P(wm :m∈N){w = T
[](w)} in Cases  and . By Deﬁnition ., T [] is left P-quasi-
closed on X.
(VII.) Statements (D)-(F) of Theorem . hold.
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= Fix(T) = {, },
∀w∈(,]∪{}
{























(VII.) T does not satisfy (H) for J =P .











)≤ λp(x,T(x)) = λ,
which is absurd.
Finally, in Examples . and ., we consider the situation when (X,P) is not Hausdorﬀ.
Example. LetX = [, ], letA = {/n : n ∈N}, and letP = {p}where p : X×X → [,∞)
is of the form
p(x, y) =
⎧⎨
⎩ if x = y or {x, y} ∩A = {x, y}, if x 
= y and {x, y} ∩A 
= {x, y}, x, y ∈ X. (.)
(VIII.) The map p is quasi-pseudometric on X and (X,P) is the quasi-gauge space.
Indeed, from (.), we have that p(x,x) =  for each x ∈ X, and thus, condition (P)
holds.
Now, it is worth noticing that condition (P) does not hold only if there exists x, y, z ∈
X such that p(x, z) > p(x, y)+p(y, z). This inequality is equivalent to  >  = p(x, y)+
p(y, z), where
p(x, z) = , (.)
p(x, y) =  (.)
and
p(y, z) = . (.)
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Conditions (.) and (.) imply that x = y or {x, y} ⊂ A and y = z or {y, z} ⊂ A,
respectively. We consider the following four cases.
Case . If x = y and y = z, then x = z which, by (.), implies that p(x, z) = . By
(.), this is absurd;
Case . If x = y and {y, z} ⊂ A, then {x, z} ∩ A = {x, z}. Hence, by (.),
p(x, z) = . By (.), this is absurd;
Case . If {x, y} ⊂ A and y = z, then {x, z} ∩ A = {x, z}. Hence, by (.),
p(x, z) = . By (.), this is absurd;
Case . If {x, y} ⊂ A and {y, z} ⊂ A, then {x, z} ∩ A = {x, z}. Hence, by (.),
p(x, z) = . By (.), this is absurd.
Thus, condition (P) holds.
We proved that p is quasi-pseudometric on X, and (X,P) is the quasi-gauge space.
(VIII.) The quasi-gauge space (X,P) is not Hausdorﬀ.
Indeed, for x = / and y = / we have x 
= y and {x, y} ∩A = {x, y}. Hence, by (.), we
obtain p(x, y) = p(y,x) = . This, by Deﬁnition .(v), means that (X,P) is not Hausdorﬀ.
Example . Let X = [, ]⊂R, let P = {p}, where p is deﬁned as in Example ., and let
T : X → X be given by the formula
T(x) =
⎧⎨
⎩/ if x ∈ [, /],/ if x ∈ (/, ]. (.)
(IX.) The pair (X,P) is a not a Hausdorﬀ quasi-gauge space.
This is a consequence of (VIII.) and (VIII.).
(IX.) The space (X,P) is a left P-sequentially complete.
Indeed, let (um :m ∈ N) be a left P-Cauchy sequence in X. By (.), not losing gener-
ality, we may assume that
∀<ε<∃k∈N∀m,n∈N;k<m<n
{
p(um,un) =  < ε < 
}
. (.)
Now, we have the following two cases.
Case . Let ∀m∈N;k<m{um ∈ A}. By (.), in particular, we have that∀m>k{p(/,um) = }.
This gives, / ∈ SL–P(um :m∈{}∪N), i.e., SL–P(um :m∈{}∪N) 
=∅;
Case . Let ∃m∈N;k<m{um /∈ A}. Then we have the following two subcases:
Subcase .. If ∀m∈N;k<m,m
=m{um = um}, then, by (.), we get ∀m∈N;m<m{p(um ,
um) = }, and this implies that um ∈ SL–P(um :m∈{}∪N), i.e., SL–P(um :m∈{}∪N) 
= ∅; Subcase .. If
∃m∈N;k<m,m 
=m{um 
= um}, then, by (.), p(um ,um ) = . However, since k <m and
k <m, this, by (.), implies that p(um ,um ) = . This is absurd.
We proved that if (.) holds, then
SL–P(um :m∈{}∪N) 
=∅.
By Deﬁnition .(ii), the sequence (um :m ∈N) is left P-convergent in X.
(IX.) For J =P , assumption (H) of Theorem . holds (more precisely, the map T
satisﬁes condition (H) for J =P and for each λ ∈ [, )).
This follows from the fact that, by (.), p(T(x),T(y)) =  for each x, y ∈ X.
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(IX.) The map T is not left P-quasi-closed on X.
Indeed, let a sequence (wm :m ∈N) in T(X) = {/, /} be of the form
wm =
⎧⎨
⎩/ ifm is even,/ ifm is odd.
Since ∀m∈N{wm ∈ A}, thus, by (.), ∀w∈A{p(w,wm) = } and ∀w∈X\A{p(w,wm) = }. Hence,
SL–P(wm :m∈N) = A. Moreover, its subsequences (um = / :m ∈N) and (vm = / :m ∈N) satisfy
∀m∈N{vm = T(um)}. Clearly,
SL–P(wm :m∈N) = S
L–P
(vm :m∈N) = S
L–P
(um :m∈N) = A.
However, there does not exist w ∈ A such that w = T(w).




⎩/ if x ∈ [, /],/ if x ∈ (/, ],
and let (wm : m ∈ N) be an arbitrary and ﬁxed sequence in T [](X) = {/, /}, left P-
convergent to each point of a nonempty set SL–P(wm :m∈N) ⊂ X and having subsequences (vm :
m ∈N) and (um :m ∈N) satisfying ∀m∈N{vm = T [](um)}. Thus, (wm :m ∈N)⊂ {/, /} ⊂
A, (vm : m ∈ N) ⊂ {/, /} ⊂ A and (vm : m ∈ N) ⊂ {/, /} ⊂ A. Hence, by (.), we
conclude that
lim
m→∞p(w,wm) = limm→∞p(w, vm) = limm→∞p(w,um) =
⎧⎨
⎩ if w ∈ A, if w ∈ X \A.
This gives
SL–P(wm :m∈N) = S
L–P
(vm :m∈N) = S
L–P
(um :m∈N) = A.
Next, we see that
∃w∈{/,/}⊂A=SL–P(wm :m∈N)
{
w = T [](w)
}
.
By Deﬁnition ., T [] is left P-quasi-closed on X.
(IX.) For J =P , statements (D) and (E) of Theorem . hold.



































Moreover, by (.), since Fix(T []) = {/, /} ⊂ A, thus, by (.), we get
p(/, /) = p(/, /) = ,
so (e) holds.
(IX.) For J =P , statement (F) of Theorem . does not hold.
We have: assumption (F) does not hold; for s = , assumption (F) holds; Fix(T []) 
=∅;
properties (f)-(f) do not hold since Fix(T) =∅.
Remark . (a) If (X,d) is a metric space, then the generalized quasi-pseudodistances J
of J -families J = {J} on X generalize: metrics d, distances of Tataru [], w-distances of
Kada et al. [], τ -distances of Suzuki [] and τ -functions of Lin and Du []. Moreover,
in uniform spaces, the J -families on these spaces generalize distances of Vályi []. For
details, see [].
(b) In metric spaces, beautiful generalizations of Rus’ and Subrahmanyam’s results [, ]
are established by Kada et al. [, Corollary ] for w-distances and Suzuki [, Theorem ]
for τ -distances. Interesting conclusions of Theorem . are given by Suzuki [].
(c) Reilly [] and Subrahmanyam and Reilly [] proved extensions of Banach’s theorem
for continuous maps in quasi-gauge spaces.
(d) In all results mentioned above, the restrictive assumptions about metric spaces or
quasi-gauge spaces, which must be Hausdorﬀ and complete or sequentially complete, re-
spectively, or maps are continuous, are essential. Further, the mentioned results do not
concern periodic points of the considered maps.
(e) We see that in Examples .-. and ., the assumptions of Theorem . are satis-
ﬁed, but assumptions of Banach’s [], Rus’ [], Subrahmanyam and Reilly’s [, Section ],
Reilly’s [], Reilly-Subrahmanyam-Vamanamurthy’s [, Theorem ] and Suzuki’s [,
Theorem ] theorems are not.
(f ) Let us ﬁnallymention that properties of Deﬁnitions .-. and Theorems . and .
concerning ‘right’ were omitted in our presentation; wemay provide them by constructing
appropriate examples (without assuming that T is continuous, without completeness of
spaces in a usual sense and without separability of spaces) and applying analogous tech-
nique as above.
(g) Finally, it remains to note that the results of this paper are new in quasi-gauge, topo-
logical and quasi-uniform spaces.
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